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Dear KenSs \ j 

Sierra Paraeain*. 1265 
JlSxico, D* F. 
August 18, 19R5 

33i0 liters that I sua enclosing herewith with regard to the Sodec and 
the Executive Committee of the Cade are self explanatory* I want you to know 
that it has been a pleasure to work with you in these and in other natters* 

I do not know if you are for the moment in Brussels or in Buenos 
Aires and I em therefore sending the originals of the appended letters to 
Brussels and eopies to you in Buenos Aires* X hope that this finds 
your lady well* 1 have been under the necessity of making a further trip 
north recently* We returned to Mexico City on July 1 after a rather extended 
stay in the United States* where we had the opportunity to visit with 
Marion's family and mine for the first time in years* During the last part 
of June and: just before we returned to Mexico City 1 felt miserable and 
feared a return of the ulcer, which had been bothering mo, and I should 
really have gone to the lahey clinie in Boston for a check up before returning 
to Mexico* As we had planned* however* to have some of ISarion's family come 
down with us for an extended stay and as Marion does not like to travel by 
plane in any event* X thought it best that X cent back with her and so* the 
family settled in Mexico City and in Cuernavuca—which X did* Buring the 
first weeks of July* however* X felt so miserable that 1 made a quick trip 
to the Xahey Clinic in Boston and spent a week in ths Bow Sagl&ad Baptist 
Hospital* where they found that the ulcer continues healed and is in no way 
active* but that the trouble and the discomfort which I have been having 
con from a rather bad colitis* That is unpleasant enough but it is not 
as bad as the ulcer. In any event X know how to take care of it and 1 feel 
very much bettir since my return to ISexico City about a week ago* 

As this last trip from which I have just returned was a very quick 
one* I did not go to Hew York but only stopped for the night at Greenwich on 
ay return from Boston to Mexico City to see Mr* Heineman and the family* I 
found Kr* Heinemaa really very well roaovered after his operation and making 
ids plan* to leave X believe on August I for Switzerland ishere he plans to 
spend several months* Xt is my hope that after he and the family return to 
the United States from this trip to Europe that they will be able to come and 
make a good long visit with us in IJexico City and in Gueraavaca* 

Things are going on the%iiole quit© well in the company* I regret 
in many ways to sever my connection with Sods* and the Cade* but X think it 
is ths tost thing to do* I think X should confine whatever I do to M&xlight* 
That X think will be ths test all around* If the company and its shareholders 
and its Board of Directors* end the Mexican government* know how to handle the 
situations which lie ahead of ths company* X see for Mexlight a continuing 
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history of usefulness and expansion and of greater security and a reasonable 
return on its investment* There is a tremendous lot which the company has to 
do in the central area of Mexico which it has been and is serving* and to 
which its activities should be confined* The development of the central area 
Is so great and is almost certain to continue for years at the same pace as 
in the recent past, that it is quit© impossible for the company to think of 
expandij^ beyond the limits of the area which it presently serves* I am sure 
no one has any thought of that* The important thing Is that our problems 
continue to be handled soundly and wisely* not only by the company but by 
the %xican authorities* 

The next few months should really toll the story as to what the 
future for the long range will be* The decisions with regard to the else** 
tricity study which has been undertaken by the Mexican government and fey 
the international Bank will have been made* The Congress crests on September 
1 and adjourns on Deoember 31 end before it adjourns it is in my opinion 
indispensable that the appropriate action should be taken by the authorities 
—that is by the Congress—to implement the recommendations of the electri
city study through a new electricity lesr or appropriate amendments to the 
existing law* tfoiess the Mexican government has the courage not only to see 
that this electricity study is really constructive but also what is even more 
important* to implement the recommendations in the study by adequate legisla
tion in this next session of the Congress, it will mean that the company 
will have to proceed with great caution for the future* Unless the govern
ment hasthe courage to r Lly implement the declared policy of favoring and 
facilitating the development of the private electricity companies and doing 
this in the most definite way through legislation and tariffs* there is of 
course no security for the future* 

I make mention of this electricity study and of the implementing 
legislation by the next sessdSn. of the Mexican Congress beoause X consider 
it is the most important thing before "the ilexioan government and people today, 
and by the same token of this primary importance to the company* The K©xioan 
government has been rendering lip service to a policy of aiding the private 
companies for some years* Recently it has really been doing constructive 
tilings so far as Mexlight is concerned* During the yearo since 1%.? tremea*-
dous progress was made in not only reestablishing but in consolidating the 
position of the company, low* however* really the ?/hol© future of the private 
industry and in fact the whole future of the development of the Mexican eco
nomy* depends upon what the government is going to do in all good faith is 
order to implement its policy with regard to the private electricity industry* 
This action by the Mexican authorities and Songress is necessary in order that 
the private companies may have the firm and sure basis on which to go ahead 
for the future* The investment needs are so great that it will be impossible 
to secure the money through the borrowing or share issues unless the govern-
stent firmly consolidates its position of doing the right thing by the private 
industry* 

It is ay feeling that the appropriate idlings will be done to make 
the future secure* 21 has loon my experience that Latin American governments 
in this field, as in certain others, do not do things unless compelling inter
nal or external circumstances make it necessary for them to do them* So 
natter how right they think a thing may be, or how necessary* it has Wen my 
experience that only these compelling internal or external oireumstances 
which bring them to the point of actually doing, what is in their own interest* 
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The situation is now such that not only internal circusistanees in Mexico* but 
also ttteml conditions make It necessary for the government to take this 
actios tilth regard to the private sleetrioity industry* There will certainly 
be ao loans from abroad* either for the government enterprises in the else* 
trioity field or la other fields* or any possibility of raising share capital, 
unless the government takes now the necessary steps to consolidate the situa
tion. The interest which the World Bank has shown in this ratter of electri
city» as well Mi of the general economic structure of Mexico* has been most 
constructive and it has been most wise and prudent and correct ia its actua
tion* X think it is the knowledge that external financing will not be possible 
either for the government or private projects in the electricity industry 
unless this action is taken to consolidate the situation, that will be the 
deciding factor in asking it clear hy the end of the year what the situation 
for the future will be* I am very optimistic as to the outeons* I have* 
however* wanted to emphasize the fact that although so much has been done 
in the right direction in recent years* these next months and the decisions 
taken by the Mexican government are most vital and determining for the future. 
1 repeat that I have confidence that things will come out all right* 

I find that although I have retired from active participation in the 
management and direction of the company that because of ay long stay in the ( 
country and because of the interest I have shown in its fundamental problems* 
my position of usefulness to I@xli.gbt is almost as great* if not in some 
measure greater than it was before* Although X have separated and am separating 
iff/self from all other interests which X may have, I want to continue with this 
connection with Mexlight because I know the" cempany is so important to the 
Mexican economy and it is in the interest of everyone that Mexico should con-
tinue to develop en sound, secure lines that have marked its develojxaeai 
during the last decade* 

Draper* as you undoubtedly know, is making a trip to the Bnited 
States and is presently in Germany in connect ion with the new machines for 
Lecnerla. .3a will be returning here in about a week* Q£ course we cannot 
place jaâ r definite orders for the Lecher fa addition, which is so indispwa. 
sable* until we know that w® can get the loan from the World Bank for the 
foreign •caiipment needs and the World Bank will not give us its definite 
agreement to sake that loan until it know Just what the Mexican government 
Is going to do towards the establishment of our financial situation. It is 
the only sound policy Milch the bank can follow, and it is the only sound 
policy which will benefit the Mexican government and economy, as well as the 
company* 

there is a proposal by Braper that there be another meeting of the 
Board of Mexlight in -Mexico City in October. 1 think it is a good thing to 
have one meeting of the Board svery year in Mexico City. I am sorry that 
you are no longer on the Board of Mexllght for many reasons* I am particu
larly aorry as your not being on the Board may mean that we may not see you 
in Mexico this year. 1 do hope* however* that we will have the pleasure of 
seeing you and Hilda here in Mexico City before too long* and that when you 
do pass through here that you can make us a real visit. 

Shis is already too long a letter and there are many other things 
which. X would like to touch upon* including the developments la the Argentine, 
which give at a good deal of concern. I think it is most Important that 
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Peron remain as President until the end of M s term. I haw zto confidence 
whatever In these who are making ell those troubles is the Argentine* There 
is no doubt that the government has made many mistakes, text I think it is 
endeavoring to rooelfy them and I have a great deal more confidence in Perm 
than I have in those •who are making all these disturbances ia the Argentine 
these days. I do not comment sore specifically* 

Marion joins ae in all good wishes to you and Hilda and in the 
hope that it may not be too long before we will have the pleasure of teeing 
you hare* 

Cordially and faithfully yours, 

George S, Measersmith 
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